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(57) ABSTRACT 

A solar battery module has a plurality of solar battery cells 
linearly arranged and electrically connected together to form 
a cell unit and more than one cell unit are arranged laterally 
side by side and solar battery cells located at opposite ends 
of the cell unit and adjacent to each other are electrically 
connected by ?rst to ?fth interconnection members to alloW 
a matrix of the solar battery cells to be entirely connected in 
series, characterized in that the interconnection member 
excluding a portion thereof for connection is at least par 
tially covered by an insulative cover member. 
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SOLAR BATTERY MODULE WITH COVER 
MEMBER AND METHOD OF FABRICATING THE 

SAME 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to solar 
battery modules and particularly to those fabricated by a 
process With a simpli?ed interconnection step, providing 
improved insulation as a solar battery module and improved 
in design, and methods of fabricating the same. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Background Art 

[0004] A conventional solar battery module is structured, 
as shoWn in FIGS. 13A-18C. 

[0005] Asolar battery module 1 is structured as folloWs: a 
plurality of solar battery cells 11 (nine cells in this example) 
are linearly arranged and electrically connected by a con 
nection member 12 to form a cell unit (hereinafter referred 
to as a “string”) 13. A plurality of strings 13 (six strings in 
this example) are arranged laterally side by side and solar 
battery cells located at opposite ends of the cell units and 
adjacent to each other (cells 11a1 and 11a2, 11b1 and 11b2, 
11c1 and 11c2 , 11a'1 and 11d2, 1161 and 1162) are electri 
cally connected by a connection member 14 to alloW a 
matrix of solar battery cells (hereinafter simply referred to as 
a “matrix”) 15 to be entirely connected in series. 

[0006] Then, as shoWn in FIG. 16, matrix 15 thus elec 
trically connected has a loWer surface With a sheet of ?ller 
resin (e. g., ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA)) 16 and a rear cover 
(a back ?lm) 17 arranged adjacent thereto and also has an 
upper surface (a light receiving surface) With a sheet of ?ller 
resin (e.g., EVA) 18 and a front cover (of glass) 19 arranged 
adjacent thereto, With their respective peripheries together 
surrounded by a frame member of aluminum 20 (see FIG. 
18B). Rear cover 17, front cover 19, ?ller resin 16, 18 and 
frame member 20 ensure strength, moisture resistance, and 
insulation. 

[0007] Solar battery module 1 structured as above is 
fabricated, as folloWs: as shoWn in FIG. 13A, nine solar 
battery cells 11 are arranged linearly (laterally in a roW) and 
cells 11 adjacent to each other are connected together by 
connection member 12 in order electrically to form string 
13. 

[0008] FIG. 14A is a cross section of FIG. 13B taken 
along a line XIV-XIV‘, shoWing a portion of string 13, as 
seen laterally. Connection member 12 has a buckle 12a 
substantially at its center. Buckle 12a corresponds to a 
thickness of solar battery cell 11. Via buckle 12a one portion 
for connection 12b is connected to solar battery cell 11 on a 
front side (the side of a negative electrode) 11a and the other 
portion for connection 12c is connected to an adjacent solar 
battery cell 11 on a bottom side (the side of a positive 
electrode) 11b. As shoWn in FIG. 14B, connection member 
12 is a copper Wire in an elongate plate having a surface 
plated With solder and it has a Width of approximately 1.5 
mm and a thickness of 0.15 mm. 

[0009] Six of such strings 13 are arranged laterally side by 
side and the solar battery cells located at opposite ends of the 
strings and adjacent to each other (cells 11411 and 11a2, 11b1 
and 11b2, 11c1 and 11c2 , 11a'1 and 11d2, 116 1 and 1162) 
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are electrically connected together by interconnection mem 
ber 14 to fabricate matrix 15. Interconnection member 14 is 
also a copper Wire in elongate ?at plate having a surface 
plated With solder and tWo types thereof are prepared, one 
having a Width of approximately 1.5 mm and a thickness of 
0.15 mm and the other having a Width of approximately 6 
mm and a thickness of approximately 0.23 mm. 

[0010] FIG. 15 shoWs solar battery cells connected 
together by interconnection member 14, as seen in matrix 15 
from a loWer side. 

[0011] More speci?cally, from a reel of a ?at copper line 
of approximately 1.5 mm in Width and a reel of a ?at copper 
line of approximately 6 mm in thickness the copper lines are 
extracted and each cut to have a required length to form 
interconnection member 14 required for connection. Note 
that in cutting interconnection member 14 out, ?ve ?rst 
pieces for linkage 14a, 14a‘ . . . are cut from the 6 mm Width 

?at copper line for laterally connecting adjacent solar battery 
cells (11411 and 11a2, 11b1 and 11b2, 11c1 and 11c2, 11a'1 
and 11a'2, 1161 and 1162) together and ten pieces for 
protrusion 14b, 14b‘ . . . are cut from the ?at copper line of 

1.5 mm in Width and 0.15 mm in thickness for connecting 
the ?rst piece for linkage 14a, 14a‘ and an electrode of the 
bottom side of each of positionally loWer ones 11a2, 11b2, 
11c2, 11a'2 and 1162 of the adjacent solar battery cells. 

[0012] Furthermore, in FIG. 15, tWo second pieces for 
linkage 14c are cut from the ?at copper line of 6 mm in 
Width and 0.23 mm in thickness to provide a lateral con 
nection betWeen an electrode of the bottom side of solar 
battery cell 11f and an electrical output port 15a provided on 
one side of matrix 15 at a center, formed at rear cover 17, and 
betWeen the other portion for connection 12c of connection 
member 12 attached to solar battery cell 11g and an elec 
trical output port 25b provided on one side of matrix 15 at 
a center, formed at rear cover 17, and tWo pieces for 
protrusion 14d are cut from the 6 mm Width ?at cover line 
to provide a connection betWeen the second pieces for 
linkage 14c tips and electrical output ports 25a, 25b. Fur 
thermore in FIG. 15 tWo pieces for protrusion 14b are cut 
from the ?at copper line of 1.5 mm in Width and 0.15 mm 
in thickness to connect the second piece for connection 14c 
and an electrode of the bottom side of solar battery cell 11f. 

[0013] Furthermore in FIG. 15 tWo pieces for protrusion 
146 are cut from the 6 mm Width ?at cover plate for 
connection to the ?rst pieces for linkage 14a at their respec 
tive ends closer to the center to connect a bypass diode (not 
shoWn) in a vicinity of electrical output ports 25a, 25b. 

[0014] All the required members (pieces) cut from the ?at 
copper lines for interconnection member 14 are then sol 
dered for example With a soldering iron in order. 

[0015] More speci?cally in FIG. 15 each of the three ?rst 
pieces for linkage 14a and the tWo pieces for protrusion 14b 
are soldered together and thus joint generally in a letter F 
inverted and upside doWn. Then each of the ?rst pieces for 
linkage 14a With pieces 14b is arranged along a right-hand 
edge of matrix 15, and a portion thereof for connection 
opposite that has tWo pieces for protrusion 14b connected 
thereto With solder and the other portions for connection 12c 
of connection member 12 attached to a respective upper one 
of the adjacent solar battery cells, i.e., cells 11a1, 11c1, 1161 
are soldered and thus connected together, and the pieces for 
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protrusion 14b and an electrode of the bottom side of each 
of lower ones of the adjacent solar battery cells, i.e., cells 
11a2, 11c2, 1162 are soldered and thus connected together. 

[0016] Furthermore in FIG. 15 the tWo ?rst pieces for 
linkage 14a‘ arranged at the center and tWo pieces for 
protrusion 14b‘ are soldered and thus connected in a letter F 
inverted and upside doWn, and each piece 14a‘ has a tip With 
a piece for protrusion 14e soldered and thus bonded thereto 
for connecting a bypass diode. Each piece 14a‘ With pieces 
14b‘ and 146 is arranged along a left-hand edge of matrix 15, 
and that portion of the ?rst piece 14a‘ for linkage Which is 
opposite that having pieces 14b‘ soldered and thus connected 
thereto and the other portions for connection 12c of con 
nection member 12 attached to a corresponding one of upper 
ones of the adjacent solar battery cells, i.e., cells 11b1, 11a'1 
are soldered and connected together, and pieces 14b‘ and an 
electrode of the bottom side of a corresponding one of loWer 
ones of the adjacent solar battery cells, i.e., cells 11b2, 11a'2 
are soldered and thus connected together. 

[0017] Furthermore in FIG. 15 the second piece for link 
age 14c arranged upper than the center of matrix 15 has an 
upper portion With tWo pieces for protrusion 14b soldered 
and connected thereto and a loWer portion With a single 
piece for protrusion 14d soldered and thus connected thereto 
and the second piece 14c With pieces 14b and 14d is then 
arranged along matrix 15, and pieces 14b are soldered and 
thus connected to an electrode of the bottom side of solar 
battery cell 11b and piece 14d is guided externally from 
electrical output port 25a. 

[0018] The second piece for linkage 14c arranged loWer 
than the center of matrix 15 has an upper portion With a 
single piece for protrusion 14d soldered and thus connected 
thereto and the second piece 14c With piece 14d is then 
arranged along a loWer left edge of matrix 15, and a loWer 
portion of the second piece for linkage 14c and the other 
portions for connection 12c of connection member 12 
attached to solar battery cell 11g are soldered and thus 
connected together and piece 14d is guided externally from 
electrical output port 25b. 

[0019] Matrix 15 thus has interconnection member 14 
connected thereto to electrically connect all of the 54 solar 
battery cells 11 in series. Note that the other portion for 
connection 12c after it is soldered and connected has an 
unnecessary portion (a protrusion) cut and removed. 

[0020] Note that in FIG. 15 a portion soldered and con 
nected is shoWn circled. As can be seen from FIG. 15, the 
conventional fabrication method requires that 42 portions be 
soldered and connected, one by one manually. 

[0021] Then, as shoWn in FIG. 16, rear cover 17, the sheet 
of ?ller resin 16, matrix 15, the sheet of ?ller resin 18 and 
front cover 19 are stacked in order and they are heated and 
undergo vacuum lamination to seal solar cells 11. FIG. 17 
is a cross section shoWing an enlargement of a portion of a 
structure sealing solar battery cell 11. Although not 
described in the above, the structure has an end sealed With 
silicone resin 21. 

[0022] In such a fabrication method as described above, 
connection member 12 connecting solar battery cells and 
interconnection member 14 arranged on opposite sides of 
matrix 15 for laterally connecting solar battery cells are a 
copper Wire in the form of a ?at plate plated With solder. This 
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is because connection member 12 and interconnection mem 
ber 14 are ?nally sealed by ?ller resin (EVA resin) 16, 17 and 
silicone resin 21 and for the facility of an interconnection 
process by means of soldering a covering for insulation, 
Water proof and the like is not required. 

[0023] Some solar battery module structures, hoWever, 
require that interconnection member 14 be arranged at a 
location short-circuiting With solar battery cell 11 or that 
interconnection materials 14 be arranged to traverse each 
other. Furthermore, they require that While rear cover 17 is 
formed of a conductive member, interconnection member 14 
penetrate therethrough or that While frame member 20 of 
aluminum is used, an electrical output be extracted from an 
end surface located betWeen front cover 19 and rear cover 
17. 

[0024] In such a case for example if interconnection 
member 14 needs to penetrate rear cover 17 then, as shoWn 
in FIG. 18A, an insulation ?lm 22 is required to surround a 
through hole 17a for rear cover 17 and be inserted betWeen 
the interconnection member 14 and solar battery cell 11 to 
ensure insulation betWeen and interconnection member 14 
the solar battery cell 11 and if an electrical output needs to 
be extracted from an end surface located betWeen front 
cover 19 and rear cover 17 then, as shoWn in FIG. 18B, 
insulation ?lm 22 needs to be inserted at an end of rear cover 
27 and also at an internal surface of frame member 20 to 
ensure insulation betWeen the frame member and intercon 
nection member 14. Furthermore, if interconnection mate 
rials 14 need to be arranged to traverse each other then, as 
shoWn in FIG. 18C, they are stuck With an insulation tape 
23 With a predetermined distance posed therebetWeen to 
ensure insulation therebetWeen. This entails a signi?cantly 
cumbersome step in a solar battery module production 
process to ensure insulation betWeen interconnection mem 
ber 14 and other members. 

[0025] Furthermore in the conventional fabrication 
method When six strings 13 are arranged laterally side by 
side and connected by interconnection member 14 in matrix 
15 as many as 42 portions need to be soldered for connec 
tion, Which is a manual and hence time-consuming step. 

[0026] The main stream of recent solar battery modules is 
shifting from conventional, industrial purposes to general, 
residential purposes, and for the latter purposes, design has 
been an important issue. Interconnection material 14 is 
plated With solder, as has been described above, and its 
surface is silver in color, and silver interconnection member 
14 is disadvantageously noticeable relative to a color of a 
surface of a solar battery module entirely fabricated in black. 
Accordingly, there is an increased demand for coloring an 
interconnection member disadvantageously observed in 
appearance. 

[0027] Furthermore, typically a solar battery module has 
an end surface sealed With a member, such as shoWn in FIG. 
17, e.g., silicone resin 21 and ?ller resin (EVA resin) 16, 17, 
or other similar material Which lique?es once in fabricating 
the solar battery module. As such, air bubbles form or the 
material peels off and can result in an insufficiently insulated 
product. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0028] The present invention has been made to overcome 
the above disadvantages and it contemplates a solar battery 
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module and particularly to that fabricated by a process With 
a simpli?ed interconnection step, providing improved insu 
lation as a solar battery module and improved in design, and 
methods of fabricating the same. 

[0029] The present invention in one aspect provides a 
solar battery module having a plurality of solar battery cells 
linearly arranged and electrically connected together to form 
a cell unit, more than one cell unit being arranged laterally 
side by side, either solar battery cells located at opposite 
ends of the cell units and adjacent to each other or an 
electrical output port and the solar battery cell being elec 
trically connected by an interconnection member to alloW a 
matrix of the solar battery cells to be entirely connected in 
series, characteriZed in that the interconnection member 
excluding a portion thereof for connection is at least par 
tially covered by a cover member. 

[0030] Preferably, the interconnection member is a con 
ductive electric Wire in a form of a ?at plate, the cover 
member is an insulative member, and the cover member is 
similar or different in color to or from a member surrounding 
the cover member. 

[0031] More preferably, the interconnection member con 
nects adjacent solar battery cells together and the intercon 
nection member excluding a portion thereof for connection 
is formed in a covered geometry. 

[0032] Still more preferably, the interconnection member 
electrically connects the solar battery cell and a terminal 
external to the electrical output port together and the inter 
connection member excluding a portion thereof for connec 
tion is formed in a covered geometry. 

[0033] Still more preferably, the interconnection member 
has a portion for connection either on a piece for linkage of 
the interconnection member at an interval or protruding 
from the piece for linkage outWards. 

[0034] Preferably, the interconnection member is inte 
grally formed generally in a letter L, F or E to match a site 
for connection. 

[0035] The present invention in another aspect provides a 
method of fabricating a solar battery module, comprising the 
steps of: a) linearly arranging and electrically connecting a 
plurality of solar battery cells together to form a cell unit; 
and b) arranging more than one cell unit laterally side by 
side and electrically connecting either the solar battery cells 
located at opposite ends of the cell units and adjacent to each 
other or an electrical output port and the solar battery cell 
together by an interconnection member, characteriZed in that 
the interconnection member is formed to match a geometry 
of a site for connection and in the step b) the interconnection 
member thus formed is arranged at the site for connection 
and a connection terminal of the solar battery cell and a 
portion of the interconnection member for connection are 
soldered and thus connected to each other. 

[0036] The foregoing and other objects, features, aspects 
and advantages of the present invention Will become more 
apparent from the folloWing detailed description of the 
present invention When taken in conjunction With the 
accompanying draWings. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0037] 
[0038] FIGS. 1-4 are each a plan vieW of a matrix con 
?guring a solar battery module of the present invention, and 
seen from a loWer side thereof; 

[0039] FIG. 5 is a partially enlarged vieW shoWing a 
positional relationship of an interconnection member in a 
vicinity of an electrical output port; 

In the draWings: 

[0040] FIGS. 6-10 are perspective vieWs shoWing ?rst to 
fourth interconnection members, respectively, in accordance 
With the present embodiment; 

[0041] FIGS. 11A and 11B are each a cross section of one 
example of a structure of a cover portion of the ?rst to ?fth 
interconnection members: 

[0042] FIG. 12 illustrates a geometry of a tip of the cover 
member; 
[0043] FIGS. 13A and 13B illustrate a conventional solar 
battery module fabrication process; 

[0044] FIG. 14A is a cross section of FIG. 13B taken 
along a line XIV-XIV‘, and FIG. 14B is a perspective vieW 
of connection member 12; 

[0045] FIG. 15 is a plan vieW shoWing solar battery cells 
being connected together by an interconnection member, as 
seen from a loWer side of the matrix; 

[0046] FIG. 16 illustrates a solar battery module fabrica 
tion process; 

[0047] FIG. 17 is a cross section of an end surface of a 
solar battery module, partially enlarged; and 

[0048] FIG. 18A is a partially enlarged cross section of an 
interconnection structure for extracting an electrical output 
through a through hole of a rear cover, FIG. 18B is a 
partially enlarged cross section of an interconnection struc 
ture for extracting an electrical output from an end surface 
located betWeen a front cover and a rear cover, and FIG. 
18C is a partially enlarged vieW shoWing interconnection 
members stuck With an insulation tape to prevent the mem 
bers from contacting each other. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0049] The present invention in one aspect provides a 
solar battery module having a plurality of solar battery cells 
linearly arranged and electrically connected together to form 
a cell unit, more than one cell unit being arranged laterally 
side by side, solar battery cells located at opposite ends of 
the cell units and adjacent to each other being electrically 
connected by an interconnection member to alloW a matrix 
of the solar battery cells to be entirely connected in series, 
characteriZed in that the interconnection member excluding 
a portion thereof for connection is at least partially covered 
by an insulative cover member. Thus covering the connec 
tion member can improve insulation and design. 

[0050] In this case if the connection member is a conduc 
tive electric Wire in the form of a ?at plate it has a large 
Width and accordingly provides disturbance in appearance. 
By covering it With the cover member, it can be less 
noticeable. Furthermore, the cover member that is similar in 
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color to a member surrounding the same can be integrated 
into a color of a surface of the solar battery module and thus 
provide a further improvement in design. By contrast, the 
cover member that is different in color from the surrounding 
member to be a factor in design can also provide an 
improvement in design. 

[0051] Furthermore, a solar battery module has an end 
surface sealed typically With a member formed of silicone 
resin, EVA resin or other similar material that lique?es once 
in fabricating the solar battery module. As such, air bubbles 
readily form and the member readily peels off. In the present 
invention, the interconnection member can be covered With 
an insulative member and the isolation betWeen the inter 
connection member and other surrounding members can 
sufficiently be ensured. 

[0052] Furthermore in the solar battery module of the 
present invention adjacent solar battery cells are connected 
together by an electrical interconnection member formed in 
a connectable geometry, characteristically for example gen 
erally in a letter L, F or E to match a site for connection. The 
interconnection member thus integrated to be a single mem 
ber can simplify soldering for connection in a solar battery 
module production process at an interconnection step in 
particular and thus signi?cantly reduce process time. 

[0053] Furthermore the present invention provides a 
method of fabricating a solar battery module, including the 
steps of: a) linearly arranging and electrically connecting a 
plurality of solar battery cells together to form a cell unit; 
and b) arranging more than one cell unit laterally side by 
side and electrically connecting the solar battery cells 
located at opposite ends of the cell units and adjacent to each 
other together by an interconnection member, characteriZed 
in that the interconnection member is formed to match a 
geometry of a site for connection and in the step b) the 
interconnection member thus formed is arranged at the site 
for connection and a connection terminal of the solar battery 
cell and a portion of the interconnection member for con 
nection are soldered and thus connected to each other. The 
interconnection member thus integrated to be a single mem 
ber can simplify soldering for connection in a solar battery 
module production process at an interconnection step in 
particular and thus signi?cantly reduce process time. 

[0054] Matrix 
[0055] FIGS. 1-3 are plan vieWs of a matrix 15 as a 
constituent of a solar battery module of the present inven 
tion, shoWing an interconnection procedure at an intercon 
nection step in particular. Note that components and portions 
employed in both the present invention and the solar battery 
module referred to in the description of the conventional art 
are labeled identically and thus Will not be described in 
detail hereinafter. 

[0056] For matrix 15, as has been described in the con 
ventional art, a plurality of solar battery cells 11 (nine cells 
in this embodiment) are linearly arranged and electrically 
connected by a connection member 12 to form a string 13. 
A plurality of strings 13 (six strings in this example) are 
arranged laterally side by side and solar battery cells located 
at opposite ends of the strings and adjacent to each other 
(cells 11a1 and 11a2, 11b1 and 11b2, 11c1 and 11c2 , 11a'1 
and 11d2, 1161 and 1162) are electrically connected by an 
interconnection member 41-45 to electrically connect all of 
the 54 cells 11 in series. 
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[0057] The present invention is characteriZed by a con 
?guration of interconnection members 41-45, Which are 
formed to have a geometry capable of connecting adjacent 
solar battery cells (11a1 and 11a2, 11b 1 and 11b2, 11a'1 and 
11c2 , 11a'1 and 11d2, 1161 and 1162) together. More 
speci?cally, they are formed for example generally in a letter 
L or F to match a site for connection and they may be formed 
to match various the site for connection of various geom 
etries, and in the present embodiment seven formed inter 
connection members of ?ve types are necessary to accom 
modate a method of arranging solar battery cells 11, a 
direction of an electrode, a position of an electrical output 
port, and the like. Hereinafter, each interconnection member 
Will be described individually. 

[0058] 
[0059] FIGS. 6-10 are each a perspective vieW of an 
interconnection member of the present embodiment. The 
connection members are of types, as shoWn in FIG. 1: a ?rst 
interconnection member 41 (also see FIG. 6) for laterally 
linking solar battery cells 11411 and 11a2, 11b 1 and 11b2, 
11c1 and 11c2, 11a'1 and 11d2, 1161 and 1162 arranged along 
a side edge opposite to electrical output ports 25a and 25b 
and adjacent to each other; a second interconnection mem 
ber 42 (also see FIG. 7) for laterally linking adjacent solar 
battery cells 11b 1, 11b2 arranged along a side edge closer 
to electrical output ports 25a and 25b and located upper than 
a center of the side edge; a third interconnection member 43 
(also see FIG. 8) for laterally linking solar battery cells 11a'1 
and 11a'2 located loWer than the center and adjacent to each 
other; a fourth interconnection member 44 (also see FIG. 9) 
mechanically linked to an electrode of the bottom side of 
solar battery cell 11f and electrical output port 25a and 
electrically connected to an external terminal; and a ?fth 
interconnection member 45 (also see FIG. 10) mechanically 
linked to a portion for connection 12c of solar battery cell 
11g and electrical output port 25b and electrically connected 
to an external terminal, for the total of ?ve types. Since three 
such ?rst interconnection members 41 are required, seven 
interconnection members of the ?ve types are required in 
total. External to electrical output port 25 there exits a 
terminal for example of a diode external cable and the 
interconnection members connected to the electrical output 
ports are electrically connected to such terminals. 

Interconnection Member 

[0060] First Interconnection Member 

[0061] In FIG. 6, the ?rst interconnection member 41 is 
formed of a piece for linkage 41a having a Width of 6 mm 
and a thickness of 0.23 mm and tWo pieces for protrusion 
41b having a Width of 1.5 mm and a thickness of 0.15 mm 
for connecting an electrode of the bottom side of each of 
solar battery cells 11a2, 11c2 and 1162 (see FIG. 1) and 
piece 41a together. Piece 41a and pieces 41b are soldered 
and thus connected to together form generally a letter F. 
Alternatively, it may be punched out and thus integrally 
formed. Piece 41a thus formed is entirely covered With an 
insulative cover member 41a (hatched in the ?gure). It 
should be noted, hoWever, that an end 41411 of piece 41a 
opposite to that With pieces 41b and a portion 41a2 located 
betWeen end 41411 and the center of piece 41a and closer to 
the center are spaced by a predetermined distance and they 
are exposed, having cover member 411 removed therefrom. 
These exposed portions 41a1 and 41412 are soldered and thus 
connected to the other portions for connection 12c of 
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connection member 12 attached to solar battery cells 11a1, 
11c1 and 11611 (see FIG. 1). 

[0062] Second Interconnection Member 

[0063] In FIG. 7, the second interconnection member 42 
is formed of a piece for linkage 42a having a Width of 6 mm 
and a thickness of 0.23 mm, tWo pieces for protrusion 42b 
having a Width of 1.5 mm and a thickness of 0.15 mm for 
connecting an electrode of the bottom side of solar battery 
cell 11b2 (see FIG. 1) and piece 42a together, and a piece 
for protrusion 42c having a Width of 6 mm and a thickness 
of 0.23 mm and connected to a portion of piece 42a located 
outer than the tWo pieces 42b. These pieces 42a-42c are 
soldered and thus connected to together form generally a 
letter F. Pieces 42a and 42c thus connected are entirely 
covered With an insulative cover member 421 (hatched in 
the ?gure). It should be noted, hoWever, that an end 42411 of 
piece 42a opposite to that With piece 42c, a portion 42a2 
located betWeen end 42411 and the center of piece 42a and 
closer to the center, and a tip 42c1 of piece 42c are exposed, 
having cover member 421 removed therefrom. Note that 
exposed portions 42411 and 42412 are spaced by a predeter 
mined distance. Exposed portions 42a1 and 42412 are those 
soldered and thus connected to the other portions for con 
nection 12c of connection member 12 attached to solar 
battery cell 11b 1 (see FIG. 1), and exposed portion 42c1 
serves as a portion connecting a bypass diode described 
later. 

[0064] Third Interconnection Member 

[0065] In FIG. 8, the third interconnection member 43 is 
formed of a piece for linkage 43a having a Width of 6 mm 
and a thickness of 0.23 mm, tWo pieces for protrusion 43b 
having a Width of 1.5 mm for connecting an electrode of the 
bottom side of solar battery cell 11d2 (see FIG. 1) and piece 
43a together, and a piece for protrusion 43c having a Width 
of 6 mm and a thickness of 0.23 mm and connected to an end 
of piece 43a opposite to that With the tWo pieces 43b. Pieces 
43a-43c are soldered and thus connected to together form 
generally a letter E. Pieces 43a and 43c thus connected are 
entirely covered With an insulative cover member 431 
(hatched in the ?gure). It should be noted, hoWever, that a 
portion 43a1 of piece 43a closer to piece 43c, a portion 43a2 
located betWeen portion 43411 and the center of piece 43a 
and closer to the center, and a tip 43c1 of piece 43c are 
exposed, having cover member 431 removed therefrom. 
Note that exposed portions 43411 and 43a2 are spaced by a 
predetermined distance. Exposed portions 43411 and 43412 
are those soldered and thus connected to the other portions 
for connection 12c of connection member 12 attached to 
solar battery cell 11a'1 (see FIG. 1), and exposed portion 
43c1 serves as a portion connecting a bypass diode 
described later. 

[0066] Fourth Interconnection Member 

[0067] In FIG. 9, the fourth interconnection member 44 is 
formed of a piece for linkage 44a having a Width of 6 mm 
and a thickness of 0.23 mm for laterally connecting an 
electrode of the bottom side of solar battery cell 11f and an 
electrical output port 25a of matrix 15, tWo pieces for 
protrusion 44b having a Width of 1.5 mm and a thickness of 
0.15 mm for connecting an electrode of the bottom side of 
solar battery cell 11f and piece 44a, and a piece for protru 
sion 44c having a Width of 6 mm and a thickness of 0.23 mm 
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and connected to an end of piece 44a opposite to that With 
the tWo pieces 44b. Pieces 44a-44c are soldered and thus 
connected to together form generally a letter E. Pieces 44a 
and 44c thus connected are entirely covered With an insu 
lative cover member 441 (hatched in the ?gure). It should be 
noted, hoWever, that piece 44c has a tip 44c1 exposed, 
having cover member 441 removed therefrom. Pieces 44b 
are those soldered and thus connected to an electrode of the 
bottom side of solar battery cell 11f, and exposed portion 
44c1 serves as a portion guided externally from electrical 
output port 25a. 

[0068] Fifth Interconnection Member 

[0069] In FIG. 10, the ?fth interconnection member 45 is 
formed of a piece for linkage 45a having a Width of 6 mm 
and a thickness of 0.23 mm for laterally linking and thus 
connecting the other portions for connection 12c of connec 
tion member 12 attached to a loWer and left solar battery cell 
11g and an electrical output port 25b provided on a left hand 
of matrix 15 at the center, and a piece for protrusion 45c 
having a Width of 6 mm and a thickness of 0.23 mm and 
connected to one end of piece 45a. Pieces 45a and 45c are 
soldered and thus connected to together form generally a 
letter L. Pieces 45a and 45c thus connected are entirely 
covered With an insulative cover member 451 (hatched in 
the ?gure). It should be noted, hoWever, the other end 45a1 
of piece 45a, a portion 45a2 located betWeen end 45411 and 
the center of piece 45a and closer to the center, and a tip 
45c1 of piece 45c are exposed, having cover member 451 
removed therefrom. Note that exposed portions 45411 and 
45412 are spaced by a predetermined distance. Exposed 
portions 45411 and 45a2 are those soldered and thus con 
nected to the other portions for connection 12c of connection 
member 12 provided to solar battery cell 11g, and exposed 
portion 45c1 serves as a portion guided externally from 
electrical output port 25b. 

[0070] Method of Fabricating the Interconnection Mem 
bers 

[0071] FIGS. 11A and 11B each shoW an example in cross 
section of a covered portion of the ?rst to ?fth interconnec 
tion members 41-45. The ?gures also indicate a dimension 
of each portion in one embodiment. 

[0072] The ?rst to ?fth interconnection members 41-45 
are fabricated, as folloWs: solder plated copper lines or the 
like of 6 mm and 1.5 mm in Width and 0.23 mm and 0.15 mm 
in thickness are soldered to form generally a letter F, E, L, 
or the like and they are thus integrated to provide formations 
of copper lines 41a-45a. Formations 41a-45a are sur 
rounded by ?lm 411-451, for example PET ?lm or other 
similar ?lm capable of insulation and providing different 
colors. Adhesive, double-faced adhesive tape or the like is 
used to surround the formation With the ?lm. 

[0073] More speci?cally, the formation is sandWiched by 
tWo sheets of insulative ?lm 411-451, as shoWn in FIG. 11A, 
or a single sheet of insulative ?lm 411-451 folded in tWo, as 
shoWn in FIG. 11B. In either manner, the formation can be 
covered, although using a single sheet of insulative ?lm 
folded in tWo Would be a superior manner in ensuring 
insulation, since the formation in bonding less displaces. In 
doing so, it is necessary to previously vacuum-laminate or 
degas the entirety of the completed interconnection member 
41-45 to prevent formation of air bubbles or the like, since 
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at a subsequent step When it is processed into a solar battery 
module it is laminated by EVA itself. Furthermore it is also 
necessary to select the adhesive, double-faced adhesive tape 
or the like not to disadvantageously affect the EVA resin. 
Furthermore, the ?rst to ?fth interconnection members 
41-45 are connected mainly With solder and accordingly 
cover members 411-451 preferably have superior thermal 
resistance. If the cover member is highly resistant to heat, all 
of the portions other than those connected With solder can 
completely be covered to contribute to a further improve 
ment in design and the exposed portions (those connected 
With solder) can also be reduced to further enhance insula 
tion. 

[0074] Note that a tip of cover member 441 covering piece 
44c of the fourth interconnection member 44 and a tip of 
cover member 451 covering piece 45c of the ?fth intercon 
nection member 45 have an obliquely cut and thus tapering 
surface P, as shoWn in FIG. 12. When exposed portions 44c1 
and 45c1 of the fourth and ?fth interconnection members 44 
and 45, respectively, are guided externally from electrical 
output ports 25a and 25b formed at an conductive ?lm 
serving as rear cover 17, the tip, or tapering surface P, of 
cover member 441, 451 is not stuck at a periphery of 
electrical output ports 25a, 25b and can thus be inserted 
therethrough smoothly. 

[0075] 
[0076] Hereinafter Will be described With reference to 
FIGS. 1-5 an interconnection process using the ?rst to ?fth 
interconnection members 4145 structured as described 
above. 

[0077] Initially, three ?rst interconnection members 41 are 
respectively arranged along solar battery cells (11a1 and 
11a2, 11c1 and 11c2 , and 1161 and 1162) located at a side 
edge of matrix 15 and adjacent to each other (see FIG. 2). 
Then, initially, exposed portions 41a1 and 41412 of the 
topmost ?rst interconnection member 41 and the other 
portions for connection 12c of connection member 12 pro 
vided to solar battery cell 11411 are soldered for example 
With a soldering iron and thus connected, and the pieces for 
protrusion 41b of the ?rst interconnection member 41 and an 
electrode of the bottom side of solar battery cell 11412 are 
soldered for example With a soldering iron and thus con 
nected. 

[0078] Similarly, exposed portions 41411 and 41a2 of the 
center ?rst interconnection member 41 and the other por 
tions for connection 12c of connection member 12 provided 
to solar battery cell 11c1 are soldered for example With a 
soldering iron and thus connected, and the pieces for pro 
trusion 41b of the ?rst interconnection member 41 and an 
electrode of the bottom side of solar battery cell 11c2 are 
soldered for example With a soldering iron and thus con 
nected. 

[0079] Similarly, exposed portions 41411 and 41a2 of the 
bottommost ?rst interconnection member 41 and the other 
portions for connection 12c of connection member 12 pro 
vided to solar battery cell 1161 are soldered for example With 
a soldering iron and thus connected, and the pieces for 
protrusion 41b of the ?rst interconnection member 41 and an 
electrode of the bottom side of solar battery cell 1162 are 
soldered for example With a soldering iron and thus con 
nected. 

Interconnection Process 
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[0080] Then, the second interconnection member 42 is 
arranged along solar battery cells 11b 1 and 11b2 arranged 
at an edge of matrix 15 at an upper center and adjacent to 
each other (see FIG. 2). Then, exposed portions 42a1 and 
42412 of the second interconnection member 42 and the other 
portions for connection 12c of connection member 12 pro 
vided to solar battery cell 11b 1 are soldered for example 
With a soldering iron and thus connected, and the pieces for 
protrusion 42b of the second interconnection member 42 and 
an electrode of the bottom side of solar battery cell 11b2 are 
soldered for example With a soldering iron and thus con 
nected. 

[0081] Then, the third interconnection member 43 is 
arranged along solar battery cells 11a'1 and 11d2 arranged at 
an edge of matrix 15 at a loWer center and adjacent to each 
other (see FIG. 2). Then, exposed portions 43411 and 43a2 
of the third interconnection member 43 and the other por 
tions for connection 12c of connection member 12 provided 
to solar battery cell 11a'1 are soldered for example With a 
soldering iron and thus connected, and the pieces for pro 
trusion 43b of the third interconnection member 43 and an 
electrode of the bottom side of solar battery cell 11a'2 are 
soldered for example With a soldering iron and thus con 
nected. 

[0082] Subsequently, a bypass diode (not shoWn) is con 
nected betWeen tip 42c1 of the piece for protrusion 42c of 
the second interconnection member 42 and tip 43c1 of the 
piece for protrusion 43c of the third interconnection member 
43. 

[0083] Then, the fourth interconnection member 44 is 
arranged along a side edge of matrix 15 to extend from the 
center to an end (see FIG. 3). Then, the pieces for protrusion 
44b of the fourth interconnection member 44 and an elec 
trode of the bottom side of solar battery cell 11f are soldered 
for example With a soldering iron and thus connected, and 
tip 44c1 of the piece for protrusion 44c of the fourth 
interconnection member 44 is guided externally from elec 
trical output port 25a. 

[0084] Then the ?fth interconnection member 45 is 
arranged along a side edge of matrix 15 to extend from a 
center to an end (see FIG. 3). Then, exposed portions 45a1, 
45412 of the ?fth interconnection member 45 and the other 
portions for connection 12c of connection member 12 pro 
vided to solar battery cell 11g are soldered for example With 
a soldering iron and thus connected, and tip 45c1 of the piece 
for protrusion 45c of the ?fth interconnection member 45 is 
guided externally from external output port 25b. 

[0085] FIGS. 3 and 4 shoW a condition provided When the 
interconnection process is completed. Note that the other 
portions for connection 12c protruding from a side edge of 
matrix 15 are cut off, as indicated in FIG. 3 by a broken line, 
after the interconnection process ends. Also note that FIG. 
5 is a partially enlarged vieW shoWing a positional relation 
ship of an interconnection member in a vicinity of electrical 
output ports 25a, 25b. 

[0086] Note that in FIG. 1, the portions to be soldered are 
circled. By using the ?rst to ?fth interconnection members 
41-45 formed as described in the present embodiment, the 
conventional, 42 portions to be soldered for connection can 
be reduced to 24 portions and accordingly the soldering 
process for connection can be simpli?ed and the time 
therefor can be reduced. 






